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Abstract—System-Level Design Languages (SLDL) allow
component-oriented specifications, e.g. for separating computa-
tion and communication. This separation allows for a flexible
model composition, refinement and explorations. This flexibil-
ity, however, requires dynamic dispatch during execution that de-
grades the simulation performance. After synthesized to a tar-
get platform, the model re-composition is no longer required.
Then, the involved Dynamic Dispatch Overhead (DDO) only lim-
its performance without providing benefits. Thus, approaches are
needed for software synthesis to analyze model connectivity and
eliminate the DDO wherever possible. This paper introduces a
static dispatch type analysis as part of the DDO-aware embed-
ded C code synthesis from SLDL models. Our DDO-aware soft-
ware (SW) synthesis emits faster, more readable static dispatch
code whenever a static connectivity is determinable. By replacing
virtual functions with direct function calls, the DDO can be to-
tally eliminated allowing for aggressive inlining optimizations by
the compiler. We demonstrate the benefits of the improved SW
synthesis on a JPEG encoder, which runs up to 16% faster with
DDO-reduction on an ARM9-based HW/SW platform. Our ap-
proach combines the flexibility benefits in specification modeling
with efficient execution when synthesized to embedded targets.

I. INTRODUCTION

Component-oriented principles are frequently employed in
today’s Multiprocessor System-on-Chip (MPSoC) design pro-
viding advantages such as hierarchical composition, clearly
defined interfaces and dependencies, as well as multiple ab-
stractions. Following these principles, complex models can
be described for both software and hardware through System-
level Design Languages (SLDL), e.g. SystemC [12] and SpecC
[9], which are widely used in modern Electronic System Level
(ESL) flows. In particular, SLDLs incorporate component-
oriented principles by supporting the concept of interfaces and
ports separating computation from communication. This sepa-
ration of concerns allows to orthogonally capture multiple de-
sign aspects and enables a flexible model composition. Mod-
ules implementing an interface (regardless of actual realiza-
tion) can be connected to ports that require the interface.

This flexible composability empowers, for example, multi-
level communication abstractions. While providing the same
interface, communication may be realized from a simple user-
level abstract channel at the specification level down to a Trans-
action Level Models (TLM) emulating complex interconnect
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Fig. 1.: Flexibility Overhead

structures. It allows to separate functional models from timing
models and enables dedicated refinement approaches to tran-
sition from specifications to detailed implementations. How-
ever, this flexibility comes at cost of some simulation execution
speed. During run-time, the connectivity has to be evaluated
to invoke the implementing component, which constitutes the
Dynamic Dispatch Overhead (DDO).

As Figure 1 shows, the component-oriented flexibility is
very beneficial during the specification phase all the way
through TLM-based system exploration – allowing efficient
model construction via module-reuse and function encapsu-
lation. However, such flexibility is no longer required after
the platform and mapping decisions have been identified when
the target synthesis phase starts. In other words, the model
composition (by definition) is fixed in synthesizing embedded
software. The previously beneficial flexibility now becomes
meaningless, and the cost of DDO may dominate in resource-
constrained environments.

At the C++ language level (SystemC is based on C++), an in-
terface is expressed as an abstract class with pure virtual meth-
ods. A derived class then implements these methods realizing
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the actual functionality. Different classes can implement the
same interface. The class to be called at run-time is deter-
mined through port binding. At run-time, the actual method
of the derived class is resolved through a virtual function table
(VTABLE) also referred as dynamic dispatch.

Generally, the overhead for a virtual function table call it-
self is low (2 cycles [6]). More importantly, however, this in-
direction hinders inlining optimizations. Especially when the
callee function has only minimal computation, the DDO be-
comes quite significant on embedded platforms. Measurements
on a JPEG encoder show a slowdown of 12% to 16% on an
ARM9 processor due to virtual function tables and the lost op-
portunity of inlining. Furthermore, the slow-down has occurred
in several SLDLs and was observed in SystemC, SpecC and
component-oriented C code.

Current SW synthesis approaches, however, do not address
the DDO. They either use C++ polymorphism allowing for in-
terchangeability between host model and target implementa-
tion [13, 14], or generate embedded C code retaining the flexi-
bility through explicit virtual function tables [20]. To improve
the performance and quality of SLDL synthesized embedded
SW, new approaches are needed to eliminate or reduce the
DDO.

In this paper, we propose a DDO-aware SLDL to embed-
ded C code synthesis approach achieving DDO reduction/elim-
ination through dispatch type analysis. It utilizes the fact that
the complete model (with all connectivity) is known during the
SW synthesis phase, which creates optimization opportunities
via static dispatch type analysis to determine the call type dur-
ing compile-time. For each call to a statically determinable
type, our approach emits a direct function call, instead of the
more general (yet slower) polymorphic method call (through
a VTABLE). We implement the solution in the current avail-
able SLDL compiler: sc2c [20] to synthesize embedded C code
from SpecC SLDLs1. Our results with synthetic benchmarks
show that the DDO can be completely eliminated saving 14
cycles per port/interface indirection compared to SystemC on
an x86 host and 16 cycles on an ARM9 target. The DDO-
reduction approach shows significant benefits on a real-world
example of the JPEG encoder. When synthesized to an ARM9-
based HW/SW platform, static dispatch conversion yielded a
12% to 16% speedup in execution time.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces rel-
evant related work. Section III examines on important back-
ground of virtual function realization and language concepts.
Section IV describes our DDO software synthesis approach.
Section V quantifies the benefits and offers analytical insights.
Lastly, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Embedded software synthesis has received much research at-
tention. Approaches ranging from high-level analysis and syn-
thesis approaches often utilize specialized Models of Computa-
tion. Examples include POLIS [1] (Co-Design Finite State Ma-
chine), DESCARTES [16] (ADF and an extended SDF), and

1We chose the SpecC SLDL as a compiler is readily available. The concepts
are applicable to other SLDLs, such as SystemC. To simplify the description,
we use SystemC terminology.

Cortadella et al. [4] (petri nets). Integrated Development En-
vironments (IDEs), at the other end of the spectrum, typically
provide limited automation support but aim to simplify man-
ual development (e.g. Eclipse [8] with its wide range of plug-
in modules). The focus of this paper is system-level design,
where HW and SW are jointly captured in an SLDL and em-
bedded SW is synthesized out of an SLDL specification. Soft-
ware generation enables transferring the results from abstract
modeling into a real implementation. Herrara et al. [13] intro-
duced software generation from SystemC models by overload-
ing SystemC library elements. This approach, in advantage,
uses the same model both for specification and target execu-
tion, however, it potentially replicates aspects of the simulation
engine on the target. Other approaches focus on the RTOS inte-
gration, such as Krause et al. [14] which generates source code
from SystemC for application to RTOS mapping, and Gauthier
et al. [10] for generation of an application-specific operating
system.

Some research effort has been invested into solving the over-
head in the design flexibility offered by imperative program-
ming paradigms such as objected-oriented languages. Qian et
al. [15] investigated through class hierarchy analysis (CHA)
in a Java JIT environment aiming to reduce the dispatch cost
through inlining. Sundaresan et al. [18] partially avoids the
overhead through static call graph analysis in Java. In [7], they
performed empirical analysis of time-efficiency in generic OO
languages such as C++, C# and JAVA. Others [3] investigated
into the evaluation of performance and power of C++ code on
embedded processors.

Although our DDO-reduction approach addresses similar as-
pects in dynamic type analysis, many differences exist. While
[18, 15] looked into function call type analysis in generic OO
languages, such as Java, our approach targets SLDLs, analyz-
ing connectivity between SLDL modules particularly for em-
bedded target synthesis. Leveraging domain knowledge (tar-
geting modules) and mapping information, our approach re-
duces the call site analysis graph size (potentially being faster
in analysis). We distinguish modules shared across different
processing cores which support efficient multi-core code gen-
eration. In addition, [18, 7, 3] mainly focused on improving
the analysis. Rather, our DDO-reduction turns the analysis into
tangible results for synthesized target C-code improving speed
and readability. On top of that, our work evaluates the per-
formance benefits in detail for varying execution targets (e.g.
x86 and ARM). Our DDO-aware SW synthesis utilizes the SW
generation presented in [20, 17], which generates embedded
C code with dynamic dispatch code for all interface calls (see
Section A)2.

Despite the valuable contributions of existing work, method-
ologies are missing that take advantage of the SLDL model
knowledge for efficient embedded C generation in current SW
synthesis solutions.

2Note that protocol inlining as part of the refinement-based methodol-
ogy [9] refers to integrating communication code into the processing element
involved in the communication. After protocol inlining, the communication is
realized as a set of half channels (instantiated inside the PE) realizing the in-
dividual communication layers [11]. Thus the protocol inlined model heavily
uses port/interface concept and is subject to DDO.
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iCall: portVar
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iCall
(provides interface)

Fig. 2.: Concept Overview

III. BACKGROUND

This section introduces relevant language concepts to help
explain our approach. Component-oriented principles are com-
monly used in languages such as SLDL, Verilog, or VHDL, for
separating concerns in system-level and digital designs. Impor-
tantly, the definition of an API is separated from its implemen-
tation. Different components can provide the same API and yet
the inter-component connectivity regulates which component
may be actually called. As a result, the interface/port concept
simplifies component reuses and allows building loosely cou-
pled independent modules. In the context of SLDLs, interface/-
port concept is intensively utilized for separating the concerns
of computation and communication in multiple design and re-
finement layers.

Figure 2 visualizes an example illustrating the use of an in-
terface (sc interface) and ports (sc port) in SystemC.
The channel of type C1 provides the interface iCall. Module
M1 defines a port of the type iCall, which thus requires the
interface iCall. Within M1, the channel implementing iCall is
invoked as a port method call: portVar.method(). When
instantiating M1 as m1, any channel or module implementing
such interface iCall can be mapped to m1’s port, which is re-
ferred to as port map. In the example, instance m1 of type
M1 is connected to channel instance c1 of type C1. Note that
both modules and channels in SystemC can implement inter-
faces and have ports for connectivity. As their distinction is not
relevant for the purpose of this article, we thus only focus on
modules for simplicity.

Since SystemC is based on C++, we now focus on the C++
realization of the interface/port concept3. A SystemC interface
is realized as an abstract class with pure virtual methods. A
module implementing such interface inherits from the abstract
class. Since multiple classes can implement the same interface
differently, this is commonly known as polymorphism. A Sys-
temC port is accomplished as a reference to the base class that
defines the interface. The connectivity between modules is de-
termined during the instantiation (i.e. the elaboration phase).
As the type (class) implementing the interface is unknown at
compile time, run-time type resolution is required to resolve
the implementing class through dynamic dispatch. Dynamic
dispatch in C++ is actualized through virtual function tables
(VTABLE). Essentially, each method in the interface class is
identified by an entry in the VTABLE containing a pointer to
the actual method. A module implementing the interface (i.e.
class inherited from base class) sets the VTABLE for the port
(i.e. reference to base class).

Each call to a virtual method incurs an overhead due to
the indirection through the VTABLE. By itself, this overhead
is small (2 cycles [6]) outweighed by the flexibility bene-
fits during specification and model construction. However,

3Identical concepts hold true for SpecC. For SpecC simulation the SpecC
Compiler (SCC) generates C++ using the same C++ language constructs as
SystemC.

Main
M2: m2M1: m1a

M3: m3M1: m1b

iCall

iCall

iCall

iCall

(a) Dynamic

Main
M4: m4aM3: m3a

M4: m4bM3: m3b

iCall

iCall

iCall

iCall

(b) Static
Fig. 3.: Dispatch Type Examples

with VTABLE indirection the compiler cannot inline methods,
which then aggravates the performance penalty. We measured
the overhead of 14 cycles (16 cycles) per call indirection (see
Section V) versus inlining on x86 (ARM).

The flexibility offered by such method visualization is useful
during specification exploration and thus the DDO is accept-
able. However, for target-specific SW synthesis, this flexibil-
ity is no longer needed, and DDO unnecessarily slows down
performance. In practice, models with layer-based communi-
cation particularly suffer as they have many methods with little
computation, which are ideal inline candidates for performance
gain. Since the complete model with all connectivity is known
during the synthesis stage, optimization opportunities arise. If
effectively only static connectivity exists between modules and
interfaces, dynamic dispatch can be replaced by static dispatch
(direct function calls) removing the DDO penalty for the syn-
thesized applications.

Figure 3 intuitively visualizes the distinction between the
dispatch types of static and dynamic. Dynamic dispatch is
needed when multiple instances of the same module map to
different module types implementing the same interface. On
the contrary, if all instances of the same module type map to in-
stances of the same interface implementing module type, static
dispatch is determinable and producible. Figure 3a requires
the dynamic dispatch as the instances m1a and m1b of M1 are
mapped to instances of different types (m1a to M2:m2 and m1b
to M3:m3). Nevertheless, static dispatch is sufficient for mod-
ule M3 in Figure 3b as all of its instances map to instances
of the same module type M4:m4a, M4:m4b. In our compiler
implementation, the DDO can be eliminated by replacing the
VTABLE indirection with a direct method call as the static dis-
patch is sufficient.

IV. DDO-AWARE SOFTWARE SYNTHESIS

This section describes our approach for DDO-reduction. We
first overview the software synthesis putting our optimization
into context and then describe the static dispatch analysis which
is at the heart of the approach.

A. Software Synthesis Overview

The software synthesis [17] produces embedded code from
either an SLDL specification or a refined TLM model. The lat-
ter case requires synthesis being invoked once for each Process-
ing Element (PE). For this, the synthesis approach implements
the application captured in an SLDL, including SLDL-specific
keywords, such as modules, tasks, channels, and port map-
pings, on a target processor. Instead of compiling the SLDL
(i.e. its C++ representation) directly onto the target software
platform, our software synthesis generates embedded C out of
the SLDL to achieve compact and efficient code.
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Fig. 4.: Software Generation Flow

We divide software synthesis into code generation and HdS
generation, shown in Figure 4. Code generation deals with the
code inside each task and generates flat C code out of the hi-
erarchical model captured in the SLDL. Meanwhile, HdS gen-
eration creates code for processor internal and external com-
munication, adjusts for multi-tasking, and eventually generates
configuration/build files (e.g. Makefile) for the cross compila-
tion process.

The code generation facility [20] produces sequential C code
for each task within a programmable component. It translates
the hierarchical composition of behaviors in the SLDL into flat
C-code consisting of functions and data structures. For SLDL
features not natively present in the targeted C language (e.g.
port/interface concept, hierarchical composition), code genera-
tion realizes these SLDL features out of available C constructs.
ANSI-C does not provide an encapsulation for behavior local
storage. Therefore, all behaviors’ local variables are added to
a module-representing structure. A port becomes a member of
the module-representing structure and includes the VTABLE
pointing to the implementing methods. In summary, embedded
code generation solves similar issues as C++ to C compilers
that translated a class hierarchy into flat C code.

Listing 1: Dynamic Dispatch C Code
1 void M3_main(struct M3

*

This) {

2 This->c = (

*

(

3 // Get port and VTABLE list

4 (This->p1.port->_VPTR

5 // index VTABLE

6 )[This->p1.offset]

7 //call get, pass called module’s

*

This

8 ))->get( This->p1.port );

9 }

Listing 1 gives a simplified excerpt for M3 in Figure 3b (type
casting omitted for simplicity). The interface iCall has one
method: int get(void), assuming that M3 defines the port
variable for the iCall port as p1. Within the SLDL code of M3,
the port method is invoked by: c = p1.get(). Listing 1
shows how that port call is realized in the generated C code.
The typical characteristic is the indirection chain that first gets
the list of VTABLEs; then indexes into it to get the desired in-
terface, followed by calling the de-referenced function pointer
(pointing to M4 get()). Besides the performance penalty, the
indirections in the generated code significantly complicate the
debugging process and obscure the code understandability.

In case static dispatch is possible (i.e. when the connected
module is the same for all instances of the calling module), then
the code can be dramatically simplified as outlined in Listing 2.
Here, the actual method M4 get() is called directly from call-
ing module, improving the code readability and potentially in-
crease performance.

Listing 2: Static Dispatch C Code
1 void M3_main(struct M3

*

This) {

2 This->c = M4_get(This->p1.port);

3 }

To identify the dispatch type for each port module type, we
thus expand our software synthesis tool-chain with the static
dispatch type analysis to obtain DDO-aware code generation.

B. Static Dispatch Type Analysis

The goal of the static dispatch type analysis is to determine
whether static dispatch optimization is possible. As such this
analysis stage is essential for the optimization potential. To
resolve the dispatch type, we use the following rules:

• Rule 1: Static dispatch for port method calls of a module
is permissible, if all instances of this module type are port
mapped to instances of only one module type implement-
ing the interface.

• Rule 2: Multi-core systems may execute the same appli-
cations on different PEs. Only instances and types within
the same PE have to be taken into account for the port
mapping analysis.

These rules are implemented as an essential part of Static
Dispatch Analysis shown in Figure 4 where connections be-
tween modules are known and the model is complete. More
specifically, the dispatch type analysis is split into two algo-
rithms. At first, ColorInstAndType colors all module instances
and their types that are to be synthesized for the selected PE
(rule 2). Second, DispatchTypeAnalysis determines for each
port and each module type occurring in the PE whether static
dispatch is possible (rule 1).

Algorithm 1 Module Type and Instance Coloring
1: procedure COLORINSTANDTYPE(modInst,PE)
2: if modInst 2 PE then
3: for all child 2 Children(modInst) do
4: ColorInstAndType(child,PE)
5: child.Color  RED

6: Type(child).Color  RED

7: end for
8: end if
9: end procedure

Algorithm 1 outlines the coloring algorithm. It gets as in-
put parameters the starting instance as well as the PEs. It tra-
verses all children of a PE coloring both the module instances
as well as their types with the color RED as an example. The
coloring routine stops at the PE boundaries. Afterwards, Al-
gorithm 2 illustrates our dispatch type analysis. The algo-
rithm iterates (line 3) through all module types of the design
that are at least once instantiated in the PE. For each module
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Algorithm 2 Static Port Type Analysis
1: procedure DISPATCHTYPEANALYSIS(Design, PE)
2: for all T 2 Design.ModuleTypeList

3: ^ T.Color = RED do
4: for all P 2 T.PortList do
5: if P.TypeType = Interface then
6: P.staticMappedType ;
7: for all i 2 Design.GETINSTANCES(T)
8: ^ i.Color = RED) do
9: MT = GETMAPPEDTYPE(i, P)

10: if P.staticMappedType 6= ;
11: ^ P.staticMappedType 6= MT then
12: P.staticMappedType ;
13: break
14: end if
15: P.staticMappedType MT

16: end for
17: end if
18: end for
19: end for
20: end procedure

type T, it goes (line 2) through each port P. If the port type is
an interface (line 5), it then analyzes the dispatch type. For
this, the algorithm loops through all instances of that mod-
ule type instantiated within the PE (line 8). For each mod-
ule instance i, it determines to which module type MT the
port P is mapped through calling GetMappedType(i,P).
GetMappedType(i,P)follows the port mapping to iden-
tify the final mapped module type, traversing the hierarchy if
needed. If a different MT is found for one instance of T, the
annotation staticMappedType is cleared (line 11) indicating dy-
namic dispatch is required, and the search stops. Conversely, if
all instances of module type T inside the PE are mapped to the
same module type MT, staticMappedType is set to MT indicat-
ing that static dispatch can be deployed.

According to staticMappedType, code generation emits the
appropriate dispatch code. Port method calls requiring dy-
namic dispatch are generated with the VTABLE indirection as
outlined in Listing 1. Port method calls with static dispatch are
generated with a direct method call as outlined in Listing 2.

To illustrate the working principle of the dispatch type anal-
ysis, consider the example in Figure 5a and the simplified cor-
responding intermediate representation in Figure 5b. Within
the design, the interface iCall is implemented by two module
types: M4 and M5, each of which is instantiated once. The
module types M1, M2 and M3 each has a port of the type iCall.
M2 is instantiated once, and its port is mapped through its par-
ent’s (M1) port to M4. M3 has two instances m3a and m3b.
While m3a is connected through the parent’s port to an instance
of M4, m3b is mapped to an instance of M5. Hence, static dis-
patch is possible for M2, but dynamic dispatch is required for
M3.

To give an example of the algorithm operation, consider Al-
gorithm 2 just entering the loop in line 8, investigating module
type T = M2, with its first port P = P1 of type iCall. Calling
Design.GetInstances() then returns the instance m2.
Subsequently, GetMappedType() in line 9 searches for the
mapped type of the first port. The port map for m2 is captured
at its parent m1 indicating that the first port of m2 is mapped to
the first port of M1. GetMappedType() therefore traverses
up in the hierarchy to find the parent of the M1:m1 instance.
The parent of M1 is the root Main. Since Main contains the

Main
M1 m1

M5: m5M3: m3b
iCall iCall

M4: m4M3: m3a
iCall iCalliCall

M2: m2
iCall

(a) Diagram

Main

M1 m1 M4 m4

M2 m2 M3 m3a M3 m3b M5 m5

m1.PortMap
m2.P1 = P1
m3a.P1 = P1
m3b.P1 = m5.P1

Main.PortMap
m1.P1=m4.P1

(b) IR Tree
Fig. 5.: Example Model

M1:m1 instance, it also contains the port map that connects
to the instance M4:m4. Hence, GetMappedType() returns
the type M4. In line 15, P.staticMappedType is set to M4.
Since, no other instances of M2 are found within the design,
P.staticMappedType = M4 remains set, which indicates
static dispatch.

After analyzing the only instance of M2, the search con-
tinues (line 3) with the next type M3, yielding instances m3a
and m3b (line 8). The search for m3a’s first port mapped
type results in M4. The search proceeds with m3b. For this,
GetMappedType() returns the type M5 (found through port
mapping at M1). As the just found type (M5) differs from the
earlier found type (M4), this triggers the condition in line 15.
Hence, P.staticMappedType is reset indicating that dynamic
dispatch is required and the search for type M3 port P1 termi-
nates. The algorithm moves forward with the types M4 and M5
and both do not contain any ports (they only implement an in-
terface). Consequently, DispatchTypeAnalysis finishes.
It found that any call to methods on the first port of M2 can be
statically dispatched. All other calls require to be dispatched
dynamically.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To evaluate and demonstrate the benefits of our dynamic
dispatch avoidance approach, we have implemented it using
SpecC [9] as an SLDL. SpecC was chosen as a parser and in-
termediate representation (Syntax Independent Representation
(SIR) [19]) are available with visibility to all SLDL and ANSI-
C operations of the model. SIR provides a rich set of API that
simplifies analyzing model composition and connectivity (im-
portant for dispatch type analysis, Section B). As the SIR ex-
poses all operations in the model, it also captures port method
calls. The code generation of the SW synthesis tool sc2c [20]
always generates embedded C code with dynamic dispatch. As
part of this work, sc2c was expanded to include the dispatch
type analysis and to conditionally emit static (Listing 2) or dy-
namic dispatch code (Listing 1). The added DDO-reduction in
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Main
Cn: cn

return(...);
C1: c1M1: m1

c = p1.get(); return
  p1.get();

N x

(a) Chaining

MainMn: mn
M2: m1

M1: m1
c = p1.get();

Cn: cn
return(...);

N x

(b) Hierarchy
Fig. 6.: Synthetic Benchmarks

sc2c has minimally increased the C-code generation time by
less than 0.5% on average.

To indicate generality of our approach we compare the Dy-
namic Dispatch Overhead (DDO) in four languages: SystemC
(v2.3.0), SpecC (v2.2.1) generated C++ for simulation, em-
bedded C generated by the unmodified sc2c, and embedded
DDO-reduced C generated by the improved sc2c. The code is
then compiled using GCC (g++) version 4.1.2, and executed on
RHEL 5.7 on an Intel Core2 Duo, E8500 with 3.16GHz. Ad-
ditionally, we analyze the target execution on an ARM926ejs
(bare-c, no OS) when cross compiled with GCC (v3.4.3).

We first measure the DDO using synthetic benchmarks and
then assess the real-world benefits using a JPEG encoder.

A. Synthetic Benchmarks

To quantify the DDO impact, we evaluate the DDO us-
ing two synthetic benchmarks as shown in Figure 6. In both
benchmarks, the module M1 calls the port method get() 109

times (5K times on ARM). The channel Cn implements the
get() method and returns a simple math operation’s result. In
the model chaining (Figure 6a), an increasing number of half
channels is employed. Each half channel implements the get()
method with just another interface method call. The chaining
repeats until the final channel Cn is reached. This results in
an increasing number of channel calls (2, 4, 8, 16) in total.
This emulates the cost of a layer-based communication im-
plementation with many half channels produced in step-wise
refinements. We expect an increasing delay with the increas-
ing chaining length. The model hierarchy (Figure 6b) con-
tains an increasing number of hierarchy levels leading to the
final map to the implementing channel. This setup is indicative
of a model with many hierarchy layers. These two effects are
typically observable in SLDL incremental refinements and the
back-end synthesis in current ESL design flow [5].

Figure 7a shows the cost for the chaining benchmark (us-
ing O2 compiler optimizations). On the x-axis, it indicates the
chaining length, meaning the number of half channel calls be-
fore getting to the actual implementing channel (see Figure 6a).
The y-axis records the execution time in the number of cycles
on the simulation host. All four languages show a linear in-
crease of execution delay with the growing chaining length.
This indicates a constant dynamic dispatch overhead per indi-
rection. SystemC and SpecC both share the highest cost with

about 200 MCycles with 16 indirections. The generated em-
bedded C is about 30% more efficient, needing 129 MCycles.
Our proposed DDO reduction improves by an additional 25%.
Overall, the DDO reduced C is twice as fast as the C++ based
counterpart.

Figure 7b uses the same benchmark but executes the gener-
ated embedded C cross compiled with GCC O2 on the ARM9.
Identical to the host execution, the delay linearly increases with
the chaining length. Since the ARM9 does not run any operat-
ing system, the graphs are perfectly linear. The original code
executes for 1.37 MCycles at 16 indirections (5K iterations).
Indirections on the target are much more costly than on the
host. With our DDO reduction, the optimized code executes
four times faster with only 0.33 MCycles.

Figure 7c illustrates the costs for hierarchy levels on the
host. All four languages have a flat trend. Although the hi-
erarchy depth increases, the execution time remains constant.
This indicates that the hierarchical indirections do not increase
the cost. From a language perspective, this is expected as re-
gardless of the hierarchy depth, always the local VTABLE is
used and there is no hierarchy traversal (e.g. to get to a par-
ents VTABLE). Next, we investigate the impact of compiler
optimizations. We focus on the chaining benchmark since the
overhead in the hierarchical case is constant.

The dynamic dispatch overhead (DDO) over different lan-
guages and compiler optimizations is plotted in Figure 8. The
DDO is expressed in cycles per port/interface indirection,
meaning how many cycles of overhead are added due to each
individual half channel call, which basically is the cost of one
call through VTABLE. The DDO captures the incremental cost
(i.e. the slope in Figure 7a) excluding constant operations) for
each call. The results are grouped on the x-axis by compiler
optimizations. SpecC and SystemC show similar results with
a DDO of 12 cycles for O0 and O1. With 02 or 03, the DDO
drops to 8 cycles for SpecC and 9 cycles for SystemC.

The generated C code is more efficient, with 10 cycles for
O0, dropping to 5 cycles for 02 and O3. The DDO-reduced C
is about 1 cycle faster for O1 and 02. A much more dramatic
result is visible for 03 when DDO drops to 0 cycles. The com-
piler has inlined all calls regardless of chaining length. In the
result, only the computation in the final channel actually causes
execution delay whereas the port/interface indirections are now
overhead free.

The benefits of DDO reduction are more pronounced con-
sidering the target micro-architecture of an ARM9. First, the
VTABLE overhead for non-optimized code is much larger in
comparison to the host execution. With 39 cycles, it requires
2.6 times more cycles than host execution of the same code.
This dramatic overhead is due to the simpler memory hier-
archy (lower chance of cache hit) and the more conservative
code generation when optimizations are disabled. Still with the
DDO-reduced code, the binary without compiler optimizations
shows 24 cycles per indirection. Continuing with the optimiza-
tions from O1 through O3, the dynamic dispatch code requires
16 cycles in these cases. Nevertheless, the DDO-reduced C in-
creasingly benefits. With O1, the overhead drops to 9 cycles,
and further to 3.5 cycles in 02. Similar to the execution on the
host when using O3 optimization, the DDO is completely elim-
inated (hierarchical inlining of the functions). This highlights
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Fig. 7.: Synthetic Benchmarks Execution Time

the tremendous benefits by DDO reduction for embedded tar-
gets.

DDO reduction is highly desirable as it can eliminate the cost
for port/interface indirection once the compiler inlining is trig-
gered. Our DDO-reduction in addition leads to more readable
embedded C code significantly simplifying code modification-
s/debugging after synthesis. The actually observable perfor-
mance benefits will depend on the model. The chaining length
and the amount of computation performed at each level impact
the achievable speedup. To give an indication of the opportuni-
ties, the next section investigates into a real-world example of
a JPEG encoder.

B. JPEG Encoder

To highlight the benefits of our DDO-reduction in a real-
world scenario, we utilized a JPEG image compression [2]
benchmark whose encoder is captured in SpecC. The mapping
decisions and target architectures are outlined in Figure 9. The
JPEG encoder executes on an ARM926EJS at 100MHz. BMP
input and JPEG output are mapped to own custom hardware
components and communication occurs through the AMBA
AHB. We use SCE [5] to generate a TLM implementing the
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Fig. 8.: Dynamic Dispatch Overhead for Host and Target
TABLE I

: DDO-Reduction for JPEG encoder

DDO-red. Improve- # Static # MAC
Input Output C [ms] C [ms] ment Dispatch drv. calls
row queue 39.64 34.74 12.4% 89 11469
row byte 42.69 36.89 13.6% 85 16560
pixel queue 54.01 46.31 14.3% 85 36351
pixel byte 57.06 47.86 16.1% 81 41442

JPEG encoder over the selected architecture realizing the map-
ping decisions. SW synthesis (sc2c) then generates the appli-
cation and the required Hardware-dependent Software (HdS),
such as boiler-plate software and drivers. A polling-based syn-
chronization is chosen for simplicity. Since both input and out-
put HW blocks are always available, no synchronization over-
head is expected.

We anticipate the most optimization potential in the driver
code. The HdS drivers are generated in a layered approach
using the component-oriented separation. To gain more in-
sight into the influence of communication onto the DDO reduc-
tion, we vary the communication patterns of the JPEG encoder
model. In particular, the input and output communication paths
(BMP In to JPEG, and JPEG to JPEG Out) are configurable in
data granularity with a coarse and fine grained option for each.
The input can either operate on individual pixels, or coarser on
a whole pixel row. The latter will reduce the number of transac-
tions by using larger transactions. The output is configurable to
operate on individual bytes or more efficiently by using a queue
for buffered communication (queue size 256 bytes). If selected,
the queue is mapped to the processor. This increases efficiency
as the processor writes with small operations (mostly bytes)
and the JPEG output retrieves larger blocks. Similar to the in-
put, this reduces the number of transactions by using fewer,
yet larger transactions. Larger transactions yield fewer calls
into the layered drivers. Thus, we anticipate a lower speedup
through DDO-reduction versus using smaller transactions.

Table I quantifies the DDO-reduction potential for the JPEG
encoder example in its four configurations. In addition to the
execution time, it shows the speed up as well as the number of
dispatches converted to static dispatches.

ARM926EJS

JPEG IRQ
FIQ

AMBA AHB

PIC Cust. HW
JPEG 
OutputINT0

INT31
...

Cust. HW
BMP

IN

10
0M

H
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Fig. 9.: JPEG Architecture Example
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For the JPEG encoder, 81-89 port method calls could be
converted from dynamic to static dispatch in the code. With
the coarser communication, the number increases slightly, as
additional driver code (MAC driver calls in Table I) is gener-
ated for the buffered communication. Despite the additional
code, the JPEG encoder with coarser communication is sig-
nificantly more efficient when comparing the total execution
time. It executes for 40ms in its coarsest configuration (row,
queue), while taking 57ms with the finest grained communica-
tion (pixel, byte).

All configurations significantly benefit from DDO-
reduction. The speedup through DDO reduction ranges from
12.4% for the coarsest to 16.1% for the finest grained com-
munication. Although fewer port method calls are converted
to static dispatch in the fine-grained case (81 instead of 89),
the drivers are called much more frequently (41K calls instead
of 11K calls) leading to the larger speed up through our
optimization. Irrespective of communication granularity, our
approach offers tremendous benefits as it eliminates DDO
for the generated embedded SW while also improving code
readability.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper analyzed the dynamic dispatch overhead (DDO)
associated with modern SLDLs utilizing component-based de-
sign principles (e.g. for separating computation from compu-
tation). The overhead occurs through virtual table indirections,
but also hinders aggressive inlining by the compiler. The over-
head is measurable even with maximum compiler optimiza-
tions (-O3). Per indirection, it requires 15 cycles for a Sys-
temC model running on an x86 host. Even generated C with
dynamic dispatch takes 8 cycles per indirection (16 cycles on
an ARM9 target). During specification and exploration, the
benefits of component-based design (e.g. module reuse, sep-
aration of communication / computation) clearly outweigh the
cost in DDO. For embedded SW synthesis, however, only lim-
ited flexibility is needed as target mapping is known and thus
DDO becomes performance detrimental.

This paper introduced DDO-aware SW synthesis. Given
an SLDL model for target synthesis, it eliminates any un-
necessary flexibility avoiding the DDO whenever possible. For
this, it analyzes the module connectivity in an SLDL model and
emits simpler, more efficient static dispatch code if resulting fi-
nal port mapping can be statically determined.

We have demonstrated significant benefits of our DDO-
reduction for both an x86 host as well as an ARM9 target. Our
DDO-reduction sped up a real-world example of a JPEG en-
coder (executing on an ARM9-based HW/SW platform) by 12
to 16% depending on communication granularity. In addition
to performance improvement, the readability of the generated
C is dramatically enhanced. Therefore, our DDO-aware SW
synthesis allows benefiting from the component-based flexibil-
ity during specification and exploration phases, without incur-
ring the DDO performance penalty for synthesized embedded
software.
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